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The key ingredient of high critical currents in a type-II superconductor is defect sites that pin
vortices. Contrary to earlier understanding on nano-patterned artificial pinning, here we show un-
equivocally the advantages of a random pinscape over an ordered array in a wide magnetic field
range. We reveal that the better performance of a random pinscape is due to the variation of its
local density of pinning sites (LDOPS), which mitigates the motion of vortices. This is confirmed
by achieving even higher enhancement of the critical current through a conformally mapped ran-
dom pinscape, where the distribution of the LDOPS is further enlarged. The demonstrated key
role of LDOPS in enhancing superconducting critical currents gets at the heart of random versus
commensurate pinning. Our findings highlight the importance of random pinscapes in enhancing
the superconducting critical currents of applied superconductors.

PACS numbers: 74.25.Sv, 74.25.Wx, 74.78.Na

I. INTRODUCTION

In a type-II superconductor which constitutes most ap-
plied superconductors, above a certain lower critical field,
the magnetic flux will penetrate into the superconductor
and form quantized vortices, each consisting of exactly
one quantum of flux surrounded by circulating supercur-
rents. The motion of these vortices driven by the Lorentz
force induced by an applied current dissipates energy and
limits the potential applications of superconductors. In
order to overcome this limitation, intensive efforts have
been made to immobilize or ’pin’ the vortices.1–25 Among
them, artificial pinning sites introduced into supercon-
ducting thin films through nano-patterning have been
widely investigated. A periodic pinning array,11–15,26–30

can significantly enhance the critical current when the
vortex lattice is commensurate with the array. However,
the enhancement effect is greatly reduced at magnetic
fields away from the commensurate matching fields. In
order to overcome this shortcoming, many complex ar-
rangements, such as Penrose lattice arrays31–36, honey-
comb arrays37–40, diluted periodic arrays21,41 and pin-
scapes with a density gradient16,17,20,21,36,42,43, were pro-
posed and investigated for enhancing critical current in
magnetic fields.

The above pinscapes, however, are technically chal-
lenging to create in large samples, limiting their
practical applicability. One system that has been
largely overlooked in nano-patterning investigations is
the random pinscape, which constitutes an intrinsic
disordered system and can be formed during materi-
als synthesis1,4,5,25,44 or through ex-situ artificial de-
fect formation.6,24,45 Although random pinscapes have
been proven to be able to enhance critical current in

superconductors,6,24,44–46 however, previous investiga-
tions have reported undesirable outcomes for random
pinscapes as compared to periodic pinscapes: Bitter dec-
oration indicates that a random pinscape is less effective
in trapping vortices;18 transport experiments on Nb films
with random pinning holes reveal lower critical currents
than even a non-patterned reference film.10 Computer
simulations show that in a random pinscape, the larger
interaction energy of the closely spaced vortices pinned
in the high density areas of the pinscape reduces the pin-
ning effectiveness and critical current relative to a peri-
odic pinning array.42,43,47

However, the reported results may be fraught with un-
certainties. For example, film degradation from nano-
patterning could result in low quality films, rendering the
results ambiguous (see section III D for detailed discus-
sion on this issue). Bitter decoration only probes static
vortices. Assumptions made in computer simulations,
such as the pinning and vortex interaction energy ratio,
may be valid only in a specific range of the experimental
parameters.

Here we demonstrate through direct comparison, that
pinning effects of randomly distributed nanoscale holes
patterned into superconducting films can enhance the
superconducting critical currents over a wider magnetic
field range than periodic pinning holes. Utilizing the
Voronoi diagram to quantify the local density of pinning

sites (LDOPS), we demonstrate that a large spatial vari-
ation in LDOPS is the key to enhance the critical current
at high magnetic fields. Our finding is further confirmed
by achieving even higher critical currents using a pin-
scape conformally transformed from a random hole-array,
which has an additional global hole-density gradient with
wider spatial distribution of LDOPS. Although the con-
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formally mapped random pattern has no local ordering
compared to a conformal array of a hexagonal hole-lattice
which can be commensurate with the vortex lattice, the
former yields nearly identical pinning effects as the latter.
Since both random and hexagonal conformal pinscapes
have similar LDOPS distributions, our results highlight
the critical role played by the LDOPS distribution in
the enhancement of the critical current at high magnetic
fields. Our results should stimulate more investigations
to reveal the potential capabilities and advantages of tai-
lored random pinscapes in enhancing the superconduct-
ing critical current, contributing to the development of
superconductors for high current applications.

FIG. 1. (A) and (B) SEM micrographs of two patterned
Sections in Sample I. (C) Image of Sample I which contains a
unpatterned reference section (Section REF), a section with
randomly distributed holes (Section RAN) and a section with
a square array of holes (Section SQR). The bright region is
MoGe film, black region is Si/SiO2 substrate and the two
shadowed regions are patterned region on MoGe film. The
hole-hole spacing in (B) is 420 nm. The average densities of
the holes in (A) and (B) are identical. (D) and (E) Auto-
correlations for SEM micrographs of Sections RAN and SQR,
respectively. (F) Superconducting transition curves of the
three sections in Sample I.

II. SAMPLE FABRICATION AND

CHARACTERIZATION

The experiments were carried out on Mo0.79Ge0.21
(MoGe) superconducting thin films with weak intrinsic
pinning,48 enabling transport measurements at temper-
atures far below the zero-field critical temperature Tc0

to avoid complications from phenomena originating from
the Little-Parks effect.49–51 Films of 50 nm thick were
sputtered from a MoGe alloy target onto silicon sub-
strates with oxide layer. The samples were first patterned
into 50 µm wide microbridges containing three sections

using photolithography. Different arrays of nanoscale
holes with diameter of 100 nm were introduced through
electron-beam lithography followed by reactive ion etch-
ing. First, a ZEP resist layer with thickness about 450
nm was spin-coated on the MoGe film (bridge) deposited
on a Si substrate. After baking at 150 oC for 3 min-
utes, it was exposed to electron-beam with a dose of 75
µC/cm2 and energy of 30 keV. Then it was developed in
Xylene for 40 seconds and in IPA for 30 seconds sequen-
tially. Plasma of sulfur hexafluoride (SF6) at a pressure
of 20 mTorr, a flow rate of 20 sccm and a power of 50 W
was adopted for etching MoGe. The etching times were
2 minutes 10 seconds which produces through holes on
50 nm thick MoGe film.

Figure 1C shows a picture of our typical sample, which
consists of three sections of the same dimensions (50µm
× 50µm) on a 50 nm thick Mo0.79Ge0.21 film. The un-
patterned Section REF serves as the reference to Sec-
tions RAN and SQR, which contain a random array and
a square lattice of nanoscale holes with diameter of 100
nm, respectively, as shown by the scanning electron mi-
croscopy (SEM) images in Fig. 1A and B for Sample I.
The period of the square lattice of Fig. 1B is 420 nm.
Since this work focuses on the effect of distribution of
the holes on vortex pinning, the average density of holes
in the random and square arrays were kept the same. As
shown in Fig. 1F for Sample I, the zero magnetic field
critical temperatures for all three sections are identical at
6.07 K, indicating no degradation of the sample quality
in the patterning process, which is crucial for a reliable
study of pinscapes containing non-uniform hole distribu-
tions (see section IIID on reliable comparisons). The
slightly larger normal state resistance of the patterned
sections, as compared to that of the reference one, is due
to the reduction of conducting Mo0.79Ge0.21 in the hole
area. In the random array we set a lower limit of 300 nm
for the center to center distance between holes to avoid
any overlap, ensuring that all holes are discrete and iden-
tical. Such a treatment does not affect the ’randomness’
of the hole distribution, as indicated by the single bright
spot in the center of the autocorrelation image shown in
Fig.1D for the holes in Section RAN. For comparison,
the autocorrelation image for Section SQR, which has a
perfect four-fold symmetry is shown in Fig.1E.

Transport measurements were carried out using a stan-
dard dc four-probe method. The current flows horizon-
tally along the long length of the microbridge. The volt-
ages of the three bridges in each sample were measured
at the same time. The applied magnetic field is always
perpendicular to the film plane. The critical current was
defined with a voltage criterion of 2 µV.
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Periodic vs random

In Fig.2A we present the magnetic field dependence of
the critical current Ic(H) for all three sections of Sample
I at temperature of 5.8 K. It is evident that the intro-
duction of nanoscale holes in Sections RAN and SQR en-
hances the critical current at all applied magnetic fields.
At the calculated first matching field (H = H1) for Sec-
tion SQR we observed a step in the Ic(H) curve (green
triangles). Such a sharp decrease of the critical current
at magnetic fields beyond H1, is similar to that observed
in perforated Nb films at low temperatures,12 and is due
to the appearance of interstitial vortices that are not di-
rectly pinned by the holes.42,52 The steep step of the
Ic(H) curve at first matching field indicates each hole
with a diameter of d ≈ 100 nm only allows one vortex to
reside in it, which is consistent with the theoretical sat-
uration number nsi = d/4ξ(T ) ≈ 1, where ξ(5.8K) = 24
nm.20 The smaller step that appears at the second match-
ing field should be due to the caging effect whereby an
interstitial vortex is localized by the pinned vortices in
the surrounding holes.20,40,53 The Ic(H) curve (red cir-
cles) for Section RAN shows a smoother decay.
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FIG. 2. (A) Magnetic field dependence of the critical currents.
The green line shows the critical current ratio for Section RAN
and Section SQR, which indicates Section RAN has higher
critical currents over a wider range of high magnetic fields.
(B), Temperature dependence of critical currents at magnetic
fields of 0.5H1,1.5H1 and 3.5H1.

Section RAN has lower Ic than Section SQR at H <
H1. This is not only because the randomly distributed
pinned vortices have higher interaction energy, but also
because a random pinscape traps fewer vortices as com-
pared to its periodic counterpart:18 in Section SQR all
the vortices can be trapped in the holes when H ≤ H1.
In Section RAN, however, the distribution of LDOPS is
non-uniform. In regions with high LDOPS some holes
will not be occupied by vortices, while in the region with
low LDOPS interstitial vortices exist between the holes

even if the global average density of vortices is smaller
than that of the holes. Both the higher vortex interac-
tion energy in high LDOPS areas and the existence of
interstitial vortices in low LDOPS areas make a random
hole-array less effective in vortex pinning, resulting in
lower critical currents.
Once the magnetic field exceeds H1, the critical cur-

rent for Section SQR is greatly suppressed due to the
appearance of interstitial vortices that can move in the
straight easy-flow channels between the rows of holes. In
contrast, in Section RAN the empty holes in the high
LDOPS regions will be gradually filled with new vortices
and the interstitial vortices will only proliferate in regions
with low LDOPS, resulting in a smoother decay of the
critical current. Since the global average hole and vor-
tex densities are the same in the two patterned sections,
there will be more interstitial vortices in Section RAN
than that in Section SQR even at H > H1, a condition
that will persist until all holes are filled with vortices,
which occurs at high enough field to overcome the high
interaction energy of vortices pinned in the high LDOPS
regions. Thus, the observed higher critical currents in
Section RAN clearly indicate that a random pinscape is
more effective in preventing the motion of interstitial vor-
tices. In contrast, the interstitial vortices are effectively
pinned by the square hole-arrays at magnetic fields near
the second matching field through caging effects,53 re-
sulting in higher critical currents over a very narrow field
range about the matching fields. Overall, as indicated
by the green line representing the ratio of critical current
for Section RAN and SQR in Fig. 2A, a random pinning
array can perform better in enhancing critical currents
over a wider range of magnetic fields as compared to a
square lattice of pinning sites by mitigating the motion
of interstitial vortices. The temperature dependence of
the critical currents shown in Fig. 2B indicates that the
above conclusions are valid at all experimentally accessi-
ble temperatures.
The behavior of a random pinscape shown in Fig. 2A

is very similar to that of a conformally mapped pinscape
from a hexagonal hole-array, which also outperforms a
periodic pinscape beyond the first matching field.20 The
better performance of the conformal array is attributed
to both the global density gradient of pinning sites and
the local hexagonal ordering that is commensurate with
the vortex lattice.42 However, neither of these advantages
exists in our random pinscape that has a uniform global
hole density. The common feature in the random and
conformal pinscapes is the variation in the LDOPS. As
elaborating below, we will show that a wide distribution
of LDOPS is the key for achieving high critical currents
over a wide range of magnetic fields.

B. LDOPS distribution

For a quantitative comparison of the LDOPS for differ-
ent pinscapes we utilize the Voronoi diagram54 in which
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FIG. 3. Distributions of local density of pinning sites

(LDOPS) in Sample I. (A) and (B) Voronoi diagrams for
partials of Sections RAN and SQR, respectively. The color
encodes Voronoi polygon area SV . (C) Histogram of the all
Voronoi polygons. NV is the number of polygons with area
SV . (D) Number of pinning sites corresponding to ’strong-
pinning regions’ as a function of magnetic field. NS is the
number of polygons with polygon area SV < SH , SH is the
average area occupied by each vortex at applied magnetic field
H and is given by SH = Φ0/H (Φ0 is the flux quantum).

each hole is surrounded by a polygon whose sides bi-
sect the distances to the nearest adjacent holes, as shown
in Figs 3A and B. The area SV of the polygon of each
hole is the area occupied by the hole, so the LDOPS
can be represented by 1/SV (the number of holes per
unit area). The distribution of LDOPS can be visual-
ized by color-coding the Voronoi polygons of different
areas and quantitatively analyzed by the histogram of
polygon areas, i.e. the number NV of polygons (with
area SV ) as a function of SV . Fig.3A and B show the
color-coded Voronoi diagrams for part of the hole-arrays
in Sections RAN and SQR, respectively. Different col-
ors in Fig.3A indicate the LDOPS variation in Section
RAN while the uniform color in Fig.3b implies a uniform
LDOPS in Section SQR. Fig.3C shows the histograms for
all holes in Sections RAN and SQR. It is a vertical line
for Section SQR with a single SV value of 0.176 µm2 for
all Voronoi polygons, while the SV in the random section
has a wide range of distribution. For a given magnetic
field H the number of vortices will be less than that of
the holes in a local region where Voronoi polygons have
SV ≤ NmΦ0/H , where Nm is the maximum number of
vortices that can be trapped by each hole and Φ0 is the
flux quantum. As discussed above, the sharp decrease in
the critical current in Section SQR at H1 indicates that
Nm = 1 for our samples20. In a local region with poly-
gons having SV ≤ SH (SH = Φ0/H), all vortices can be
pinned by the holes. We refer to this as a ’strong-pinning
region’ for the applied magnetic fieldH . Similarly, a local

region with polygons having SV > SH will be a ’weak-
pinning region’ for the same field H since not all vortices
can be trapped in the holes, and some of them exist as
interstitial vortices. In Fig.3D we plot the number NS

of holes associated with the ’strong-pinning region’ as a
function of magnetic field H . The results clearly indicate
that Section RAN has more strong-pinning regions than
Section SQR when the applied magnetic field exceeds
H1. The NS(H) relationship around H = 117 G also
correctly describes the Ic(H) curves in Fig.2A for both
Sections RAN and SQR. That is, the critical currents
of Section RAN are lower (higher) than those of Section
SQR at H < 117 G (H > 117 G) (see Fig.3D) and the
Ic(H) curve in Section SQR decays faster at around 117
G.
The above discussion based on the number of ’strong-

pinning regions’, however, is unable to explain the larger
critical currents in Section RAN at high magnetic fields
(e.g. H > 240 G) where NS in both Sections RAN and
SQR diminish. Once NS becomes zero, all holes are
occupied by vortices and the dissipation is determined
by the motion of interstitial vortices. Due to the varia-
tion in LDOPS, i.e. non-uniform distribution of the pin-
ning sites, the interstitial vortices in Section RAN can-
not channel between the rows of holes. They may even
be jammed, as proposed in Ref.55 for a periodic pinscape
with missing pins. In this regard, the larger critical cur-
rent at high fields in Section RAN can originate from the
LDOPS variation due to the suppression of the motion of
interstitial vortices, in addition to broadening the mag-
netic field range in which ’strong-pinning regions’ can
exist.

C. Random, gradient and conformal

In order to further demonstrate the importance of
the spatial distribution of LDOPS on the enhancement
of critical current at high magnetic fields, we fabri-
cated another sample (Sample II), which contains sec-
tions with different distributions of LDOPS: randomly
distributed holes without (Section Uni-RAN) and with
(Section Grad-RAN) a global gradient. A section with
a conformal array of hexagonal lattice of holes (Section
Hex-CON) with the same global gradient as that in Sec-
tion Grad-RAN was also patterned on the same micro-
bridge for comparison. The number and average overall
density of pinning sites are identical for all three sections.
Please see Appendix for detailed method of creating the
gradient pinscapes.
We followed the same Voronoi diagram approach as in

Fig.3 to determine the LDOPS distribution in all of the
three sections. Figure 4A and 4B show partial Voronoi
diagrams for Sections Grad-RAN and Hex-CON, respec-
tively. The color evolution of SV clearly delineates the
LDOPS gradient in both sections. The histograms of
the Voronoi polygon area for all three sections are shown
in Fig.4C. They indicate that the LDOPS distribution
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curves for Sections Grad-RAN and Hex-CON in (D) and (E)
nearly overlap.

in Section Grad-RAN and Section Hex-CON are nearly
the same but much wider than that in Section Uni-RAN.
Similarly, the number NS of holes in the ’strong-pinning
regions’ of Section Grad-RAN and Section Hex-CON
have the same magnetic field dependence and fall to zero
at field values higher than that for Section Uni-RAN (see
Fig.4 D). If the LDOPS distribution is the determining
factor for the enhancement of the critical currents at high
fields, we expect to see comparable critical currents in
Section Grad-RAN and Section Hex-CON and smaller
values in Section Uni-RAN. As presented in Fig.4E for
the critical currents of all three sections measured at
T = 5.6 K in various magnetic fields, the experimen-
tal results confirm our expectation: the Ic(H) curves for
Section Grad-RAN and Hex-CON, which has the same
LDOPS distribution, nearly overlap with each other. In
comparison to Section Uni-RAN, Section Grad-RAN and
Hex-CON have a wider LDOPS distribution and thus
have higher critical currents at high magnetic fields. On
the other hand, they have smaller critical currents at low
magnetic fields (Fig.4E) due to less ’strong-pinning re-
gions’ (Fig. 4D).

We also noticed that the Ic of Section Hex-CON shows
a slight up-turn at around 300 G, as indicated by the
black arrow in Fig.4E. This field value roughly corre-
sponds to the first matching field for the region with
the densest LDOPS. Thus, the slight improvement in Ic
of Section Hex-CON compared to that in Section Grad-
RAN at H > 300 G probably originates from local vortex
caging effect. That is, the local ordering in a conformal
array can have detectable contributions to vortex pin-
ning through local caging effect, while the role of local
commensurate effect could not be resolved with in our
experimental data. The overall enhancement of the crit-
ical current at high magnetic fields is dominated by the
LDOPS distribution.

D. Considerations for reliable comparisons in

patterning experiments with non-uniform LDOPS

Introducing artificial pinning sites in a superconduct-
ing thin film does not only enhance vortex pinning but
also could damage the sample. The Tc of the sample
is usually suppressed due to processing-induced sample
degradation. Figure 5 shows the R-T curves of a ref-
erence MoGe film and two focused-ion-beam (FIB) pat-
terned MoGe films containing triangular array of holes
with different hole-hole spacings. The Tcs of the two pat-
terned films are lower than the unpatterned film, indicat-
ing processing-induced degradation of superconductivity.
Furthermore, the film with hole-hole spacing of 300 nm
has lower Tc than that of 460 nm one. That is, when holes
are patterned with a process that can degrade the sam-
ple, the higher the hole density, the lower the Tc. Such
effects are frequently observed in FIB patterned samples
and samples fabricated using direct lift-off method.
When using patterning process that degrades super-

conductivity as described above, the samples with differ-
ent pinning geometries can have different Tcs, which con-
founds the comparison of different pinning landscapes.
Due to the variation in Tc, one usually compares the re-
sults at the same reduced temperature T/Tc. However
for a non-uniform pinning geometry, the Tc of the sam-
ple will be spatially inhomogeneous because the nearest
hole-hole spacings are spatially different. That is, the
region with higher LDOPS will have lower Tc. The Tc

determined from the transport measurements gives val-
ues from the current channels with highest Tc, resulting
in an over-estimate of the Tc. Thus, when studying the
randomly distributed pinning geometry of holes, it is im-
portant to adopt a sample fabrication method that limits
the damage only to the hole area and not influence the
Tc of the rest of the sample.
Our sample patterning method of using E-beam lithog-

raphy followed by reactive ion etching does not suppress
the Tc of the films (Fig. 1F). The film is protected by an
e-beam resist mask during the etching process and there
is no damage to the film except for the area of the hole,
which not only enables us to measure and compare the
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results at the same temperature but also produce holes
with strong pinning potential.

IV. CONCLUSION

In summary, we have demonstrated the pinning effects
of random hole-arrays with and without a global gra-
dient by comparing them with those of a square-array
and a conformal array of a hexagonal lattice of holes.
We used a Voronoi diagram approach to visualize and
quantify the distribution of local density of pinning sites

(LDOPS), revealing the key role of LDOPS distribution
in enhancing the critical current at high magnetic fields.
We found that a properly tailored LDOPS in a random
orientation has the best potential for enhancing the crit-
ical current over a wide range of magnetic fields. Our
results provide a deeper insight to the often overlooked
random pinscape, and should foster its study in other
related systems, such as colloidal crystals,56–58 Bose-
Einstein condensates59 and Luttinger liquid of strongly

interacting bosons.60
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Appendix: Creation of gradient pinscapes using

conformal transformation

The coordinates of gradient pinscapes were generated
from conformal transformation of a uniform random ar-
ray and a hexagonal array. The average hole density
of the uniform random array and that of the hexagonal
array are identical, so that the transformed gradient ar-
rays have the same global gradient. We use conformal
transformation20,42 of site position (x, y)s of a uniform
pinning array to generate pinning sites position (x′, y′)s
of the gradient pinscapes. A lower limit of 200 nm was
set for the center to center of hole separation for the ran-
dom array used to create the random gradient array in
Sample II. First, the pinning site coordinates (x,y)s in an

area of rin <
√

x2 + y2 < rout were created. Then (x, y)
were converted to (x′, y′) using the following formula:











x′ =

{

rout[arctan(
y
x
) + π] if y ≤ 0

rout arctan(
y

x
) if y > 0

y′ = 1
2
rout ln(

r2
out

x2+y2 )

In Sample II we use rin = 7.9 µm and rout = 22.5 µm.
Two generated conformal arrays are placed to face each
other (similar to that in Ref20) with a separation of 0.5
µm which is roughly the distance between holes in the
center region. The total number of holes in the conformal
transformed array is about 15000. The corresponding
uniform-random array is created with the same number
of holes and covering an area with the same size.
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